
 

 

“Do not confuse motion and 
progress. A rocking horse 
keeps moving but does not 
make any progress” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER RELATED SERVICES  

We are also often engaged to: 

• Extend the Governance 
Intensive discussion to the wider 
management team. 

• Have a senior Tregaskis Brown 
consultant observe governance 
meetings and provide support to the 
Chair. 

• Provide one-on-one coaching to 
someone new to the Board. 

• Provide support to an 
organisation to develop strategy 
and a plan to implement it. 

• Provide support to improve 
Board effectiveness through 
forward planning of Board-
related activities. 

• Develop a performance framework 
to support progress monitoring. 

• Partner with an organisation to 
provide a range of services that will 
help lift overall portfolio, programme 
and/or project capability. 

 
FEES 

 

POA 
Includes a pre- meeting with the 
Chair and all preparation and any 
materials and hand-outs. 

The optimum number of participants 
is 8, the maximum is 12 

 
 TO FIND OUT MORE  

For more information on our company and 
how we can assist you please visit our 
website 

Phone: 04 499 9363  

Visit: www.tregaskisbrown.co.nz 

TRANSLATING STRATEGY TO ACTION  

Being clear about what is important and focusing on the right 

‘change’ activity, is critical for translating an organisation’s 

strategy into action. 

Research shows there is a high correlation between board support and 

change success. If you are serious about achieving your strategic goals, 

good governance matters. 

THE INTENSIVE DIFFERENCE  

Our 2-hour governance intensives are expert-led, facilitated 

discussions that have been developed over many years of working 

with boards, executives and senior management teams. 

Our approach is to: 

• Ask good questions whilst providing well researched 
options and models – resulting in a rich and focused 
conversation on what good governance looks like 

• Challenge assumptions and thinking in order to encourage 
new ways of viewing old problems 

• Ensure the thinking and discussion is immediately applicable 
within the organisation’s current context 

• Leave you with practical tools that will immediately support 
you 

We are frequently invited back to further the discussion or to address 

issues that have arisen during the initial intensive. Some boards like to 

have a facilitated discussion annually to ensure they are continuing to 

evolve and develop their governance capability. 

WHO WILL BENEFIT  

Boards normally benefit most from: 

• Organisational Governance Intensives 

• Portfolio Governance Intensives 

• Programme of Change Governance Intensives  

 

Board 
Governance 
Intensives 

http://www.tregaskisbrown.co.nz/

